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V-ServicesSM

Predictable Costs, Flexible Solutions
A portfolio of services applying the power of IAE’s 
OEM network to ensure predictable maintenance 
costs, optimized engine performance and reliability.

Fleet Hour Agreements

covered by a FHA, which is IAE’s flagship service 
program. For a fixed cost per flight hour, Fleet Hour 
Agreements (FHA) provide operators with coverage 
of all shop maintenance events, reducing the risk of 
unscheduled maintenance and associated costs.  

  . Provide predictable maintenance cost throughout 
    each engine’s service life
  . Maximize engine performance, reliability and
    asset value
  . Offer flexible solutions to meet customer needs

Features

  . 24/7 management of in-service engine fleet 
  . Shop visit co-ordination
  . OEM resources and technology
  . Engineering technology support
  . On-wing engine monitoring (EHM Alerts, etc.)
  . Regional field service support
  . Optional services available (Accessories, LLPs, etc.)

Fixed Price Maintenance  
Fixed Price Maintenance Agreements offer 
predictable shop visit costs while providing 
operators with global access to OEM quality 
maintenance thereby enabling our customers to 
focus on their core businesses.

  . Delivers predictable shop visit cost
  . Improves induction slot availability
  . Minimizes “wing-to-wing” time
  . Maximizes reliability and asset value

Spare Engine Solutions 
IAE provides flexible solutions to meet customers’ 
spare engine needs. This support ranges from 
access to IAE’s emergency lease pool to spare 
engine provisioning on a lease or Pay-As-You-Go 
basis.

  . Minimize capital costs
  . Minimize inventory while maintaining aircraft
    availability
  . Cover multiple engine configurations

Lessor Direct Options
Designed specifically for aircraft lessors, IAE offers 
flexible aftermarket solutions to ensure maximum 
asset value for the life of their engines.

  . OEM service maximizes asset value
  . Offer the lessor a competitive edge in the
    demanding aircraft lease market

Fixed Price Maintenance

  . Direct agreements with the leasing company for
    fixed price shop visits
  . Offers customized options to maximize flexibility

Lessor FHA

  . Direct agreement with the leasing company on
    flight hour basis
  . Allows for the aircraft to be moved seamlessly 
    from airline to airline

For more information visit:
www.i-a-e.com/v-services/

More than 60% of today’s installed V2500-A5 fleet 
is 
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